Prayers: (Deceased) grandfather of Joe Vergara (Zm); grandmother of Bill Saum (F); mother of Eleanor Wisniewski; father of Albert DeLoreans; mother of Leonard Hess; brother of Tom (Sor) & Dave (Ly) Kennedy; friend of D. Hellinghause; uncle of J.O'Callaghan. Ill: (critically): father of Leo Eikmeyer ('49); father of Bill Sahm (Al); John ("Bus") Redgate of Class of 1930.

YOU GO TO CHURCH EVERY SUNDAY—SKIP THE NOVENA. THERE'S TOO MUCH RELIGION AROUND HERE!

IF YOU HAVE NOT STARTED THE NOVENA BEGIN A TRIDUUM TOMORROW

THE ANTI-RELIGION BANK

Pay to the order of Joe (Absentee) Loof

The Sum of Nine and

To be used for beer and night-clubbing.

Joe Stalin

DATE Night Before